(k=2 (mod 12)), We put further
Then the well-known cusp form 4(z) of weight 12 under the name of Ramanuj an's function is written in the form :
4(z) = 2.6.3-3(E4 3(Z) --Es 2(v)) 4(z) has the Fourier expansion :
We have furthermore (cf. [7] p. 49) Sk (fl = 0 (k=4, 6, 8,10,14), We quote the following result of Siegel [9] . Let k>2 and r=rk =dim Gk(l.
Then the function E 2r -k+2 has the Fourier expansion of the form : ck ,rq_r .+.... + ck,1q-1 + ck,0+ •, where ck ,r =1 and r (3) ck,0 k =LJ ck,lak-1(G).
•k l=1
Siegel has proved that c,,0 *0. We put (4) ck,o=ck. Now we have the following propositions. Proposition 1. Let k be 16, 20, or 22. Then the space Sk(P) is spanned b y the function 4.E12, k-which we denote by f. This function has the Fourier expansion of the form f(z)=~n=1a`k'(n)gn. Then for the coef ficients a(n), we have (5) a" (n) = c(n) (mod ck_12) for n=1, 2, 3, ..
•, where c(n) are the coefficients in (2). Remark 1. The values of ck-12 for k=16,18, 20, 22 are as follows (cf. [9] ). Remark 2. Our proposition may be more the following "congruence":
Since
so that simply expressed by 6k-13(n)gn,
Bk-12 n=2 1=1
As we have r=1 in (3), we have just ck-12= 2(k-12) and as B k-12 c(i) ) ok-13(n-i) e Z, we have the congruence (5) so that (m1, m2) = 24. These propositions permit us to transfer the congruences which are known to hold on c(n) to a(n) or b(n).
The following are some examples of these congruences.
Firstly, it is known that c(np) ^ 0 (mod p) for all n if p=2, 3, 5 or 7 (cf. [2] ). From Proposition 1 follows therefore a(1s~ (np) ` &2o) (np) = 0 (mod p) for all n if p=2, 3 or 5, and ac'11(np) = 0 (mod p) for all n if p = 2,3 or 7. Let m be any positive integer. The m-th Hecke operator Tk(m) operates on cp E Gk(I') as follows and gives an endomorphism of Gk(I') and Sk(I') respectively (cf. [3] , [5] ) :
If So=fin=1 a(n)gn E Gk(P) is an eigenfunction of Tk(n) with the eigenvalue r(n), it is easily seen that r(n) . a(1) = a(n). cp E Gk(F) is said to be normalized, if a(l)=l.
For a normalized integral automorphic form cp, we have thus r(n) = a(n). Now we have the following theorems : Theorem 1. Let k be 16,18 or 20, and p be a prime number such that p --1 (mod ck_12) . J' ck' will denote the function d . Ek_12 as above. (mod 52) (cf. [1] ), c(p) = p + p4 (mod 7) (cf. [6] ). Hence follows c(p)-0 (mod ck_12) by our assumption p--1 (mod ck_12), which implies our conclusion.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let the Fourier expansion of f be:
Then we have
From Proposition 2 we obtain, in noticing that pk-12_1 (mod 24) for k>22, and that 4 is a common eigenfunction of Hecke operators T12(n) , n=1,2,3,..., the congruence
=4(z) ( T12(p) Thus (7) f (z) T k(p) = c(p) .4(r) (mod 24). From the congruences (6) we get c(p) fo Thus we obtain from (7) our conclusion : f t T(p) -0 (mod 24). Remark.
In the case k just 1 can also be proved in the would then become less sin for also be proved like Theorem S22(P Acknowledgement. TI Prof. and thanks to Prof. S. Iyanaga, a a kind advice. 
